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Effective slip on textured superhydrophobic surfaces
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We study fluid flow in the vicinity of textured and superhydrophobically coated surfaces with
characteristic texture sizes on the order of 10mm. Both for droplets moving down an inclined
surface and for an external flow near the surfaceshydrofoild, there is evidence of appreciable drag
reduction in the presence of surface texture combined with superhydrophobic coating. On textured
inclined surfaces, the drops roll faster than on a coated untextured surface at the same angle. The
highest drop velocities are achieved on surfaces with irregular textures with characteristic feature
size,8 mm. Application of the same texture and coating to the surface of a hydrofoil in a water
tunnel results in drag reduction on the order of 10% or higher. This behavior is explained by the
reduction of the contact area between the surface and the fluid, which can be interpreted in terms of
changing the macroscopic boundary condition to allow nonzero slip velocity. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics.fDOI: 10.1063/1.1896405g
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An interface between a viscous fluid and a solid sur
is usually characterized by a no-slip boundary condition
though the notion of possible slip on the boundary was
troduced almost 200 years ago.1 Slip on the boundary ca
occur on the scale on the order of tens of nanometers,2–4 but
the effects of this phenomenon are not appreciable for
roscopic flows. In countless applications, a limited
boundary condition would be highly desirable. The mot
tions include, but are not limited to, drag and pressure
reduction. Recent advances in materials science have
creation of superhydrophobicsSHd surfaces with unusu
contact properties and motivated new research on the b
ary conditions near the latter,5 although apparently there
no macroscopic slip near SH surfaces produced by app
tion of SH coating to a smooth substrate.

The defining property of SH surfaces is a very high c
tact angleu, measured as the angle between the plane o
surface and the tangent to the surface of a droplet restin
it: u.140° fFig. 1sadg. We show that in fluid flow near
textured SH surfacese.g., a drop moving down an inclined,
due to this highu, the contact area between the fluid and
surface is reduced, producing effective macroscopic sli
scales consistent with the characteristic size of the su
features.

Our basic notion of the flow behavior near a textured
surface is illustrated in Fig. 1. The characteristic size of
texture is much larger than any surface roughness asso
with the SH coating itself, but smaller than the capill

length s2.7 mm for waterd. The texture can be regularse.g.,
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groovesdor irregularsrandom peaksd. The direct contact a
between the surface and the fluid is limited to the protru
parts of the surfaceslands for the regular texture, peaks
the irregular textured, with free fluid surface areas above
depressed partssgrooves for the regular texture, valleys
the irregular textured. We assume that these areas exi
cause there is insufficient energy to deform the fluid bo
ary to bring it in contact with all the surfacefFig. 1sadg. This
will lead to a velocity profile in the plane of the lands w
zero velocity in the contact area and nearly parabolic ve
ity distribution in the grooves. A velocity average at
nominal fluid boundarysthe plane of the landsdwould be
greater than zerofFig. 1sbdg. Similar behavior can be e
pected for an irregular texturefFig. 1scdg, although the sha
of the real-life boundary of the fluid in the latter case
likely more complicated.

For a flow inside a round pipe with alternating slip/
slip boundary condition, an analytical solution manife
nontrivial effective slip velocity.6 For a fixed ratio betwee
the widths of the lands and the grooves, this solution pre
effective slip to increase linearly with the land width.
visualize a plausible velocity distribution near a surfac
partial contact with fluid, we conducted a simple fin
element numerical simulation of a Poiseuille flow in a cir
lar cross-section tube with alternating boundary condit
sFig. 2d for a 1:1 ratio between the widths of the landssno
slipd and the groovessslipd. The simulation shows effecti
slip increasing with the land width linearly in good agr

6
ment with the analytical results.Thus one should expect
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macroscopic effective slip velocity to emerge on the bou
ary as the no-contact areas reach macroscopic sizesfor water,
at least micronsd.

In real life, the fluid boundary is not perfectly flat, a
the patterns shown in Fig. 1 can only be sustained for fe
sizes below a certain limit dictated by the capillary len
Moreover, surface deformation in areas above the protru
featuressgrooves, peaksdis likely to contribute to the overa
energy balance of the flow above the surface. Thus one
expect some optimal size for the surface features that m
mizes effective slip. An earlier investigation of textured
surfaces7 indicates that the pattern of the texture influen
the water-repelling properties of the surface, with reg
grooved design being optimal for surface drag reduction
maximization of effective slip, as confirmed recently.8 With
these considerations taken into account, we conducted
simple experiments to benchmark the properties of sm
and textured SH surfaces.

In the first experiment, drops move down an inclin
surface. The angle of the incline attached to a self-leve
support is measured with a high accuracysup to

FIG. 1. Schematics of fluid behavior near a superhydrophobic surfacsad
side view of a droplet on regularly grooved surface with voidssno-contac
areasdand contact angleu shown,A-A indicates the location of the plane
the nominal fluid boundary,sbd perspective view of the grooved surfa
showing fluid velocity profile in theA-A plane with the dashed line indica
ing averagesi.e., slipd velocity, scd perspective view of an idealized irreg
larly textured surface showing the fluid velocity profile and effective
velocity at the fluid boundary.

FIG. 2. Velocity distributions obtained by numerical simulation of P
seuille flow in a circular channel with alternating no-slip and free-sur
boundary conditions. Left, uniform no-slip boundary; center, a pattern
lands and 16 grooves of equal width; right, similar pattern with 8 pai
lands and grooves. Note the increase in maximum flow velocity with gr

size.
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0.5 arc mind. 20 cm long samples of materials are place
the incline. At the elevated end of the sample, a syr
pump dispenses 1.5 mm radius drops. The working flu
water or a mixture of water and zinc chloride, with a rang
densitiesr from 1 g/cc to 1.9 g/cc and a correspond
range of kinematic viscositiesn from 10−6 m/s2 to
10−5 m/s2, the former values corresponding to pure w
and the latter to a solution with a 2:1 ZnCl2:water mass ratio
The characteristic Bond number for a water droplet of ra
R=1.5 mm produced in this arrangement is Bo=rgR2/s
=0.30, wheres=0.0728 N/m is the surface tension coe
cient of water. For a same-size drop of the 2:1 zinc chlo
solution, the Bond number is 0.15. Based on the rms vel
of a rolling solid sphere averaged over the extent of the
for a 2° tilt angle, we estimate the characteristic velocit
be Ur =9.7 cm/s. Thus the capillary number for a wa
droplet is Ca=nrUr /s=10−3. The small value of the cap
lary number indicates that the shape of the droplet is
significantly affected by the motion.9 The parameters of o
experiment are somewhat consistent with the Bo!1 si.e.,
surface tension effects dominate gravity effectsd, Ca!1 as-
sumptions of the theory describing the motion of nonwe
rolling droplets.9 Our droplet diameter is slightly larger th
the capillary length though, so it would be unrealistic to
pect good agreement with this theory. For a rolling dro
the advancing and receding contact angles are not e
Hysteresis between them for the rolling droplet would b
interesting subject for future study. Reduction of the dif
ence between the advancing and receding angles wa
ported to make it easier for the droplet to start rolling.10 The
drag reduction due to the emergence of noncontact area
scribed here, however, should not be directly influence
the contact angle hysteresis.

The second experiment is a study of water flow ne
Joukovsky hydrofoil with chord lengthL=4.3 cm, spa
3.2 cm, and thickness 25% of the chord. The hydrofo
installed in a water tunnel at a zero angle-of-attack an
tached to a force transducer measuring the drag force
flow speedU` can be varied to produce a range of Reyn
numbers Re=U`L /n from 1500 to 11 000.

SH coating was prepared by a variation of the
temperature/pressure aerogel thin film process11 wherein tet
raethylorthosilicate was replaced with a 1.0:0.3 molar
of tetramethylorthosilicate:trifluoropropyltrimethoxysila
Drying results in a fractally rough surface terminated w
trimethylsilyl and trifluoropropyl ligands. This coating p
cess can be applied to many materials. In the experim
presented here, the materials are limited to sandpapersalu-
minum oxide particles on paper substrated and smooth
acrylic polymer. Scanning electron microscope images o
coated acrylic polymer and sandpaperscharacteristic featu
size 15mmd are shown in Fig. 3. The thickness of the co
ing is about half a micron, and on micron and submic
scales the surface features in both cases are fairly si
including the microcracks.

SH coating applied to a smooth acrylic substrate
duces a contact angle of 156° with water. Coated sand
has an irregularly textured surface not unlike those co

ered in Ref. 5. Some preliminary experiments were also con-
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ducted with grooved SH-coated surfaces. For these, p
graphs of a drop resting on the surfacefFig. 1sadg clearly
showed alternating contact-no-contact areas, as also
ously reported in Ref. 9.

In experiments with the inclined surface, the tilt angle
the incline was varied from 1° to 3°, and a 30 frame-
second digital video cameras720 by 480 resolutiondwas
mounted at 90° to the plane of the sample. Here we pre
observations with three types of SH-coated samples:
grit sandpapersirregular surface texture, characteristic f
ture size 15mmd, 2400 grit sandpaperssimilar texture with
feature size 8mmd, and mirror-smooth acrylic substra
From here on, this surface will be referred to as “untextu
or “smooth,” although it still has surface features due to
application of the SH coating. Without the coating, eac
the materials is hydrophilic. For each material, at least
samples were coated and mounted on the incline. V
records were analyzed to produce sequences of cent
positions for drops moving down the incline. These
quences were then ensemble averaged for each materia
solution type spure water, 2:1 ZnCl2:water, etc.d, and ti
angle.

Figure 4 shows ensemble-averaged trajectories for w
drops, tilt angle 2°. Drops move down surfaces with irreg
textures faster than down the untextured surface, sugge
that macroscopic motion of the drops down the textured
cline can be interpreted as a combination of rolling and
ing with a nonzero effective slip velocity produced by
mechanism similar to that shown in Fig. 1sdd. Not unexp

FIG. 3. SEM images of SH-coated surfaces:sad smooth acrylic polymer,sbd
sandpaperscharacteristic roughness 15mmd. Note that the submicron su
face features produced by the SH coating are much smaller than th
strate roughness in the latter case.
edly, comparison with the trajectories for the ideal cases o
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solid-body roll and slide show that the drops are initi
moving faster than they would if they were in solid-bo
rolling mode. Untextured SH-coated surface is characte
by much lower velocities than the textured surfaces, an
drop on this surface reaches a terminal velocity of a
16 cm/s, compared with 25 cm/s for the 15mm and
26 cm/s for the 8mm surfaces. Experiments with 1:1 a
2:1 ZnCl2:water solutions show similar results, but with
creasing terminal velocities. The theoretical terminal velo
of the water drop9 is on the order of meters per second
our parameter values. This disagreement is not surpr
our drops are larger and much less viscous than the gly
drops for which the terminal velocity results were consis
with the theory.12

In hydrofoil experiments, we measure the drag for
following surface types: SH-coated textured surface
15 mm and 8mm roughness, the same rough surface wit
the coating, and coated smooth acrylic surface. Once a
the SH coating of the surface with 8mm roughness man
fests the greatest apparent drag reduction–18% com
with the untextured hydrofoil for Re=1500. This consiste
with the droplet experiment is in agreement with our no
of the similar physical mechanism responsible for effec
slip velocity in both cases. As Re increases, the drag re
tion becomes smallers7% at Re=11 000d. The same textu
surfacewithout the SH coating is characterized by a sev
percentincreasein drag compared with the untextured s
face. Figure 5 shows the dependence of drag coefficien
each surface on Re, as well as the percentage of drag r
tion for the textured surfaces compared with the untext
surface. Drag coefficientCD represents the normalized d
forceD: CD=2D / srU`

2Sd, whereS is the cross-sectional ar
of the hydrofoil in the direction of the freestream.

The drag force can be related to the average value o
skin friction coefficient:

D , Atw = Anrs]U/]ydw, s1d

whereA is the hydrofoil surface area,s·d denotes averagin

b-

FIG. 4. Ensemble-averaged position of the drop rolling down the SH-c
surface vs time. Plots for each material are labeled in the graph. For
ence, graphs for a solid-body rolling and frictionlessly sliding down
incline are also shown.
fover this area, the subscriptw indicates the value on the
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surfaceswalld, and y is the local coordinate normal to t
surface. Usually the boundary of the fluid and the sur
coincide. In our case, this condition is violated on the sc
commensurate with the characteristic texture size of the
coated surface. Equations1d should still hold on the macro
scopic scale that does not resolve the surface features
actual velocity on the fluid boundary will alternate betw
zero in contact areas and nonzero in areas above voidsfFig.
1sadg, but on the same macroscopic scale it will average
nonzero slip velocityUs.

For the hydrofoil experiments, the ratioUs/U` can be
inferred from the drag reduction. We can estimate the bo
ary layer thicknessd at mid-chordx=L /2 using the Blasiu
similarity solution for the flat plate.13 d,5Înx/U`. For the
range of the Reynolds numbers we investigated,d is on the
order of 1 mm, large compared with the characteristic s
associated with the surface textures10 mmd. Thus we as
sume that the boundary layer thickness on the hydrofo
unaffected by the surface texture and coating. Furthe
assume that the velocity profile for the textured surface
be related to that for the smooth surface as follows. Fo
smooth surfaceU=0 at y=0; for the textured surfaceU
=Us at y=0, but the shape of the profile ofU−Us in the
boundary layer is still described by the same similarity s

FIG. 5. Top—drag coefficientCD on a Joukovsky hydrofoil in a wat
tunnel as the function of Reynolds number for different surface treatm
Curves corresponding to each surface type are labeled in the
Bottom—drag reduction for coated textured surfaces compared with sm
surface.
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tion as that ofU in the smooth surface case. Then fr
simple geometric considerations it follows thatUs/U`=1
−tw,t /tw,s where the subscriptst and s correspond to th
estimates oftw for the cases of textured and smooth sur
using our drag measurements and Eq.s1d. For the best-cas
scenario stextured SH-coated surface with feature
,8 mmd, this slip velocity estimate is 0.5 cm/s for
=1500, U`=3.7 cm/s and 1.4 cm/s for Re=11 000,U`

=25.6 cm/s. Overall, the ratioUs/U` appears to decrea
with Re.

The measurements reported here are rather prelim
and a more thorough study of the combined effects of su
texturing and SH coating on the fluid flows near the sur
is certainly warranted. Specifically, measurements of ro
drop and external flow properties near regularly text
sgrooveddsurfaces would be very interesting. For the ex
nal flow, it would also be highly desirable to acquire
velocity profiles in the immediate vicinity of the surfa
especially near the leading edge of the hydrofoil, where
boundary layer is the thinnest and where most of the
accumulates. In this area, the effective slip length might
be on the order of 10% of the boundary layer thickn
which would explain the considerable drag reduction
served. Any future study should also concentrate on d
mining the optimal size of the surface texture feature
minimize the drag.
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